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IMPORTANCE OF COLOR
GRADIENT

Color grading is an advanced video editing technique. It allows you to edit
the way  colors appear on film in post-production. With color grading, you
can make scenes  more lifelike, achieve a specific look, or infuse emotion
into a scene.

If your video looks a little flat, if you filmed on different cameras, or if
you’re recording LOG footage, you’ll probably need to color grade
your footage.

Note: LOG footage is desaturated, low-contrast footage that many
professional cameras shoot. It is designed to retain the most information in
the footage (without  losing highlights that are blown out or shadows that are



too dark). It is the best way to  shoot footage, but it is an intermediary, and
needs to be color graded into a final  image before it’s ready for viewing.

Usually, color grading is the last step after editing your video down to a final cut. All your other edits
should be locked before you get to this stage. Otherwise, you’ll waste a lot of time redoing your tweaks
to colors. Depending on the process you use, that could be a lot of time!

How to Color Grade in Adobe Premiere

When we require color grading for our footages it is said that adobe premiere is best if
your color grading needs are minimal.
For example, it can handle exposure and color temperature tweaks very well. Apply Lumetri
after implementation. Lumetri is a tool created in adobe and can be applied as an effect to the
clip you are editing in the timeline from the effects list. If you access it that way, you will use
the effects control menu to  make changes.

TUTORIAL OF COLOR GRADING:

In this tutorial we have applied color grading. The setting that we have used might differ
from yours. You can fix the settings as per your need and requirement.



Step 1:Just import (Ctrl + I) the video.

Step 2: Select the color workspace as shown in the below image.



Step 3: Select Lumetri Scope panel (Window - Lumetri scope) as shown in the



below image.



Step 4: Apply the basic correction setting from Lumetric Color Panel as shown in



the below  image.

Step 5:The below image is the final output for Color Grading.



USING FILTERS AND PRESETS IN COLOR MIXING:

As a matter of fact, Adobe Premiere is best if your color grading needs are minimal. For
example, it can handle exposure and color temperature tweaks very well.

APPLY LUMETRI AFTER IMPLEMENTATION:



Lumetri is most probably a tool created in Adobe and can be applied as an effect to the clip
you are  editing in the timeline from the effects list. If you access it that way, you will use the
effects control menu to  make changes.
PREMIERE IS FACING COLOR TRADE WORKSHOPS:

Again, you can navigate to Lumetri within Premier by selecting the Color tab at the top of the
screen to  bring up the color grading workspace.

Premiere will automatically select the clip below the playhead, and the Lumetri correction will
open on the right side of the screen. Then, you want to make sure that the Lumetri scope is
also visible on the left side.

The waveform is automatically visible (more on that below), but if you right-clickit, you can
also open  other options.

OVERVIEW OF LUMETRI SCOPES:

Different scopes are available to help you adjust the colors in your video. We have covered
the three main  types available (shown on the left in the image above), with tips for using
each one.



WAVEFORM MONITOR:
The colored, nebulous graph shown at the top left of the image above is called a waveform.
A waveform is the most reliable tool for adjusting the color of your image as the monitor
and settings can vary drastically, the  scope will always be consistent.

The y-axis goes from zero, or pure black, to one hundred, pure white. It show you how dark or
bright the different areas of your image are.
The waveform, left to right, corresponds to your image. In the example below, the bright areas
on the left  represent a bright area on the back of the female subject, while the dark areas on
the right side  correspond with the person in the foreground partially blocking our view.
Viewing the relative brightness of each element in your frame is a powerful to because it gives



you precise  data where your picture exists between too deep an too bright in space and allows
you to adjust it within that space.
RGB WAVE:
RGB displays the signals simultaneously to give a snapshot view of the sign levels of all colored
channels.

LUMA WAVE:
Displays an IRE value between -20 to 120, which allows one to effectively analyze the brightness
of shots and  measure the contrast ratio.

YC WAVE:
Displays luminance (representing green in the wave) and chrominance (represented as
blue) in your clip. YC No Chroma Wave Only shows the luminance value in your clip.

RGB PARADE: The parade scope is shown in the image above to the right of the wave. This
option breaks the red, green, and blue waves of your image so that you can evaluate them. This
comes in handy when you need to achieve a specific white balance in your image.



YUV VECTORSCOPE:
The circular scope below the waveform and parade scope is called the vector scope. This
scope shows you  where your image fell on the color wheel. This is particularly useful for
finding neutral white dots.

Using SCOPES:

Each of these scopes will dynamically adjust as you shift the brightness, contrast, and white
balance in your  image. They give you quantitative data to find out how the image looks under
you.



If there are any white elements in your image, then you will know that your color settings are
correct when  the red, green, and blue waves are equal.

➤ VECTORSCOPE HLS:

Displays hue, saturation, lightness, and signal information in a glance.

➤ VECTORSCOPES:

A vectorscope is a circular graph that monitors the color information of an image. It
measures saturation from the center to the outside and measures color in a circular pattern.

Premiere offers two different flavors of Vectorscope: YUV and HLS (Hue,Lightness, and Saturation).



HISTOGRAM

Histograms can help you evaluate shadows, midtones and highlights correctly and adjust the overall
image tonal scale.  It displays statistical analysis of pixel density at the level of intensity of each color.

The histogram uses RGB values. The minimum Luma value per channel is displayed as the
numerical response below. The maximum values are displayed at the top. Two horizontal
lines indicate the output  range. The default range is set to the CIN code value (95-685).



APPLYING PRESETS ON LAYERS FOR EDITING:

• In the Effects panel, the presets are the presets for the popular effects in the bin.. One can save
time by using  presets created for a specific purpose, rather than configuring an effect yourself.

• For example, if you to blur a ticular clip quickly, you can apply the Fast Blur effect and
manually set the  keyframe for it. However, you save time by implementing the Fast Blur in
preset.



• You can customize individual effects settings and save them as presets. You can then apply the
preset to other  clips in any project.

• However, when you save an effect as a preset, you also save the keyframes you created for that
effect. • You create effect presets in the effects control panel and Premiere Pro stores them in the
root preset bin. • You can arrange them in the preset bin using nested preset bins. Premiere Pro
also ships with multiple effects presets located in the application's presets folder.
• To view the properties of an effect preset, select the preset in the Effects panel, and choose the preset

properties  from the Effects panel menu.
• If you apply a preset to a clip and the preset has settings for the effect already applied to the clip,

Premiere Pro  modifies the clip using the following rules:
� If the effect preset has a fixed effect - speed, opacity, repetition of time, or volume then the action

changes the existing effect settings.
� If the effect predetermined contains a standard effect, the effect is added below the current list of
effects.  Therefore, if you drag the effect into Control Panel, you canplace the effect anywhere in

the hierarchy.

THANK YOU


